
Canon 600D User Guide

The Canon 600D is an entry level DSLR and is like a ‘firmware’ upgrade from the 550D, it 
has the capabilities of fantastic results if used correctly; which is essentially true for any 
camera.  The 600D, although missing some more ‘professional features’, can achieve 
great photo and video results, this guide will tell you the basics of how to operate the 
camera and also what settings you should use to get the optimal quality.  

! Camera Layout
The 600D is a simple camera to find your way around, it doesn’t feature a rear scroll wheel 
like the higher end 7D and 5D models but instead has a Directional Pad to find your way 
through menus.  You will need to use the rear LED screen, and/or the viewfinder, to 
configure your settings - using the viewfinder is a great and fast way to check exposure 
and camera settings when shooting photos.  

! Top of the camera
On here you will find the dial for your different modes:
M ! ! Manual! ! ! You specify all the camera settings
Av ! ! Aperture Priority ! ! You set the aperture and ISO and the camera
! ! ! ! ! ! decides the shutter speed
Tv! ! Shutter Priority! ! You set the shutter speed and ISO and the 
! ! ! ! ! ! camera decides the aperture
P! ! Program Mode! ! You set the ISO and the camera decided the 
! ! ! ! ! ! shutter and aperture settings
A+! ! Automatic! ! ! Point and click, the camera does the work
I’d ignore all the profile settings with icons as they are presets designed for specific 
scenarios but you don’t know exactly what the camera is doing and you are better off 
knowing how to set it yourself if you’d like to progress your techniques; I’ve only ever used 
the ‘Priority modes’ and Manual up to this point.  I don’t personally see a need in the 
preset modes unless you aren’t looking to learn about photography.  

Shutter Priority as a useful mode for when you are going for a specific shutter speed but 
don’t need a specific aperture value.  For example if you want your shutter to stay at 
1/100th but your light is changing a lot then you can be in shutter priority and it will keep 
your shutter at 1/100th but will adjust your aperture accordingly to keep all your photos in a 
general exposure area.  Be warned though that the camera is only so smart and is likely to 
overexpose and underexpose photos depending on what area of your photo the camera 
has used to ‘meter’ the exposure, also your depth of field will change as your aperture 
changes (higher f-stops, such as f2.8 will have a shallower DoF compared to a lower f-
stop, such as f8).  

Aperture Priority is useful in the same way as Shutter Priority but for a different effect, 
you set the desired aperture of the lens and then the camera will decide your shutter 
speed depending on available light.  This is useful when you desire to keep a specific 
depth of field but don’t need a precise shutter speed; the warning with this mode is if you 
are in low light your shutter speed may get very slow and cause blurred images and again 
the camera is only so smart and is likely to overexpose and underexpose photos 
depending on what area of your photo the camera has used to ‘meter’ the exposure.  

Program Mode is useful for when you require your ISO not to change but you aren’t sure 
how to set your other settings, so when you are shooting, the camera will be constantly 
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metering and trying to choose the best shutter speed and aperture value for your camera 
and for whatever subject you are aiming at.  Again don’t expect the best results as the 
camera will likely get photos wrong depending on what in the frame it uses to meter.  

! Top of the Camera
On top of your camera you will also find a few other buttons
ON/OFF! Turns the camera on and off
Shutter! Fires off your shutter once or in quick succession depending on
! ! your settings
Disp! ! Shows you the camera display on the rear LCD
ISO! ! This is a hot-button to change your ISO value - press it once to bring up
! ! the menu, change the value with the top scroll wheel and then press again to
! ! close the menu
Scrollwheel!Used to change certain values on the camera
Flash!! Actually located on the left side of the onboard flash and opens it

! Back of the Camera
On the back you will find a variety of buttons to control the camera and it’s menus
Menu!! Opens the menus for the camera
Info ! ! Changes the info being displayed on the LCD when in Live View mode
‘Red Dot’! Used to open up ‘live view’ when in photo mode, and also to start recording
! ! when in video mode
‘Minus’! Zooms out of your image digitally.  Also zooms out of Playback mode to show
! ! more than one photo at once.  
‘Plus’!! Zooms into your image digitally, useful when shooting video to check focus. 
! ! Also zooms in on Playback mode to show fewer photos at once. 
Av! ! Hold down and move the scroll wheel to change aperture.  Also used to
! ! change flash exposure
‘Q’! ! Press when in live view mode to reveal settings 
D-Pad!! The buttons you will use the most, to navigate menus and to alter settings.  
! ! Each of these also has a ‘hot button’ function: change White Balance, 
! ! Auto Focus style, Picture Style and shooting speed
Playback! Used to access the playback menu
Trash Can! Used for deleting files when in the playback menu

! Camera Menus
The menus of the 600D are nice and simple to use, utilising colour coded sections and are 
split into four parts: Shooting (Red), Playback (Blue), Technical (Yellow) and Favourites 
(Green).  There are more settings when in a photo mode (Manual, Av, Tv, P etc) such as 
‘Firmware Update’ and includes all settings that are only relevant to photography; the 
video mode has fewer options as many parts of the photography section won’t affect your 
video.  Below is an explanation of some settings that aren’t obvious or an explanation is 
useful for use in the real worlds.  
! Note: You can also use this URL to view the whole Canon document listing all menu 
functions - http://www.imaging-resource.com/PRODS/T3I/T3IMENUS.HTM

Menu 01 - Image Review
This shows your last image on the LCD screen for a determined amount of time.  
Personally I have this set to 3 seconds when shooting stills for reference, but turn this off 
when shooting timelapses to save battery life.  Also this won’t affect video mode.  
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Menu 01 - Peripheral Illumination Correction (Peripheral illumin. correct)
This setting maintains evenness of illumination from corner to corner in JPEG images, 
even when shooting wide open with a zoom lens.  I can’t imagine you’d need this setting 
on, I’d never choose to have it turned on, under the presumption the camera won’t do a 
good job.  

Menu 01 - Red-Eye Reduction (red-eye reduc)
Do not turn this setting on as it will cut out any red eye in the image, and badly; leave 
anything like this to post where you can control it.  

Menu 02 - Exposure Compensation (Expo.comp./AEB)
This setting tells the camera to produce images lighter or darker, and is metered in stops, 
up to +2 and down to -2.  This is only really helpful when using an automatic setting such 
as full auto, shutter priority or aperture priority; and you’d like to tell the camera to slightly 
under expose or overexpose.  

Menu 02 - Auto Lighting Optimizer
This setting essentially tries to even out exposures in a final image, by raising blacks in 
some parts of the image, or lowering whites in other parts.  This is one of those settings 
where you are best off turning it off and doing this yourself in post.  Definitely turn this off 
when in video mode.  

Menu 02 - Metering Mode
These tell the camera how to meter light hitting the sensor, there are four different versions 
on the 600D.  Combine this with Exposure Compensation to get the right exposure for your 
shots if you use any automatic settings that refer to exposure.  
! Evaluative - The camera analyses the entire frame and then selects exposure 
settings designed to produce a balanced exposure.  
! Partial - The camera bases exposure only on the light that falls in the center nine 
percent of the frame.  
! Spot - This mode works like Partial metering but uses a smaller region of the frame 
to calculate exposure. For Spot metering, exposure is based on just the center four 
percent of the frame.
! Center Weighted  Average - The camera bases exposure on the entire frame but 
puts extra emphasis, or weight, on the center.

Menu 02 - Custom White Balance
To set a manual white balance you must take a photo of something white in your lighting 
setup and then use that in this setting to customise your White Balance.  This is a very 
slow way to set WB; you can either manually set your WB mode with a preset, use Auto 
WB or install Magic Lantern to set your WB value via Kelvin rating.  

Menu 02 - White Balance Shift (WB Shift/BKT)
Here you can adjust whatever white balance setting you have, and adjust how weighted it 
is to orange or blue, and also how weighted the ‘tint’ is towards purple or green; this only 
permanently affects JPEG images, only a RAW photo’s preview will be affected, not the 
image itself.  

Menu 02 - Colour Space
Set this to sRGB as it has a larger gamma range to Adobe RGB.  
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Menu 03 - Dust Delete Data
This is a setting to record any dust on the sensor so it can be auto-removed when taking 
images; find a tutorial when doing this.  

Menu 04 - Live View Shoot
This enables or disables the Live View function.  

Menu 04 - AF Mode
Live Mode - Can be more accurate as it uses contrast detection to focus
‘Face’ Live Mode - Uses information off the sensor to detect faces and focus on them.  
Quick Mode - Is similar to when focusing through the viewfinder, so faster than live mode

Menu 06 - Histogram
Here you can choose whether the histogram shows brightness or whether it shows RGB 
data values instead.  This is a personal choice, but both will show you when the image is 
being clipped.    

Menu 06 - Bass Boost
Boosts the lower tones of audio when playing back video, doesn’t affect the content of a 
video.  

Menu 06 - Control over HDMI
Enabling this means you can control certain items of the 600D with a HDMI attached 
remote.  

Menu 07 - Format
Use this to format your cards, don’t use ‘Low Level Format’ often as it will damage the card 
‘s lifespan over time.  However formatting your cards is essential in maintaining healthy 
cards, not formatting one for a long time can result in a corrupted card.  

Manu 07 - File Numbering
Continuous - the file numbers keep rising until it reaches 9999 when it will roll back over 
to 0001.  
Auto Reset - resets the numbering whenever a card is formatted
Manual Reset - resets the file numbering
Note: keeping it in continuous means you won’t have too many files named the same 
thing, whereas resetting it too often will lead many photos being called 0001 on your 
computer, making it hard to search.  

Menu 08 - Video System
PAL video tells the camera to use a 50hz refresh rate to match UK electricity, helping to 
eliminate light flicker.  Set this to NTSC when in somewhere using 60hz electricity, such as 
the USA.  This will NOT affect your shutter speed but will alter the frame rates to match the 
refresh rate - 25/50fps for PAL and 30/60fps for NTSC.  

! Shooting Photos
Typically these days the standard for photo quality is very high when taken on any device 
made in the last few years, especially with the vast improvements in smartphone cameras, 
the average member of the public would be hard pushed to tell the difference between a 
DSLR, a Mirrorless, a Smartphone, a point-and-shoot or a bridge camera; even veteran 
professionals could struggle, but there are key markers that make it more obvious.  As a 
note for the 600D, it has no internal auto focus motor (AF motor) so any lenses you want 
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to autofocus, must have one built in to them; any lenses without one will need to be 
manually focused.  

RAW vs JPEG
The 600D can shoot both JPEG (in various sizes) and 14-Bit RAW photos; either 
simultaneously or individually.  You will always get better quality out of the RAW photos 
than out of the JPGs.  To the untrained eye the RAW image may look worse than the 
JPEGs as the RAW file hasn’t been told how to look yet, whereas the JPEG has had a 
colour profile baked into it altering how the image is saved.  The massive benefit of the 
RAW file is that no settings are baked into the image, they are all changeable within 
reason.  For example the white balance of a JPEG is changeable after it has been shot but 
it won’t have a lot of room to maneuver until the image starts to break up, whereas the 
White Balance of a RAW file is changeable as it hasn’t been locked down yet and has far 
more room to move around; there is still limitations though but the image will hold up far 
better.  

Other key factors such as sharpness, contrast, colour space, tint (green to purple), hue, 
brightness, black levels and saturation etc etc are all changeable on both formats but you 
will have a much easier time editing the RAW files than the JPEG files.  Some aspects 
such as blown out whites, crushed blacks and noise are not completely recoverable in 
RAW but you can help reduce the impact far better than in JPEG.  

The upside to JPEG is file size, a JPEG will often not be bigger than 5MB out of camera 
(an iPhone image from the iPhone 4 onwards is about 1-2MB), whereas you are looking at 
around 1MB for every Megapixel with RAW; the 600D has 18 Megapixels so you are 
averaging at 16-20MB per image.  One way people shoot is to record both JPEG and 
RAW so you have a JPEG with your colour profile burnt in to show people how the images 
may look when finished, and the RAW file to work with (I personally only record RAW files 
in the highest quality I can).  

Ultimately what format you shoot with is up to the user and what they feel comfortable 
with, a lot of people start with JPEG as it’s something familiar to them and is an easier file 
to manage, but then move onto RAW once they develop technically and as a 
photographer.  Many people may not have the facilities to store and edit RAW photos so 
may choose JPEG instead on that basis alone.  

Picture Profiles - Photo
These are the settings you choose to define how your image is processed in camera and 
controls a few options: Sharpness, Contrast, Saturation and Colour Tone.  You also 
choose the style of the picture profile and this is the section you’d install third party profiles 
such as Technicolor's Cinestyle or Vision Tech.  

Picture Profiles affect a couple of things in camera, one being how your JPEG is 
processed in camera when stored (if shooting JPEG) and it also defines what the preview 
of a shot will look like when shooting RAW; what I mean by this is when you shoot a RAW 
photo no settings are saved to it, but your picture profile will define how the preview is 
generated on the Camera’s LCD.  You could shoot in RAW with a monochrome colour 
profile, and the preview in camera would be in monochrome but the image would be in 
colour when you got into your editor of choice.  

Picture Profiles are useful to change when shooting RAW so you can emulate how you 
may edit the photos in post production.  When shooting JPEG the Picture Profile is very 
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important as it affects how your image will look and if it is wrong, it could be the reason 
your photos aren’t looking how you’d like them to.  

If you were to shoot JPEG for your own reasons such as file size, and wanted the most out 
of the photo when editing, you would need to customise the picture profile to get the most 
dynamic range.  A way to do this would be to lower your sharpness, contrast and 
saturation in the photo when shooting; this would essentially lower the white levels, raise 
the black levels and stop edges being too crisp so you had more room to maneuver in post 
production.  

NOTE:  All picture profiles have a guide on how to install them but you’ll need EOS Utility 
and a USB cable between the camera and computer. 

! Shooting Video
Shooting video on DSLRs (also commonly known as HDSLRs when shooting video) can 
wildly vary in quality depending on how they are used.  For example a 600D is good 
enough for recording video on for personal use and short films etc, but would probably not 
be ample for cinema or TV use.  You can however make the most out of the 600D’s video 
with techniques such as: 
- Keeping the ISO low (also only using multiples of ISO 160 is preferable for pleasing 

noise)
- Using good lenses such as L series glass, Zeiss, Nikon primes etc (keep in mind the 1.5x 

crop factor)
- Prime lenses are preferable over zooms (unless you require a certain style) as they often 

have a higher aperture level, less distortion, higher sharpness and less chance of internal 
dust/dirt

- Lighting scenes correctly, and with the most light possible to keep the ISO down
- Using a picture profile to maximise quality of the image
By utilising these techniques you can get your footage looking better, and easier to mix 
with other cameras.  

Picture Profiles
When shooting video your picture profile is incredibly important; even more so than when 
shooting photos.  The reason for this is that you have far less dynamic range (distance 
between black and white in colour space) when shooting video than when shooting 
photos.  This is because the colour profile is burnt into the video as you record, so you 
want one designed that gets the most out of your footage; with as much shadow and 
highlight detail possible.  

The Picture Profiles built into the 600D are ok but aren’t designed for video; but more for 
JPEG photo.  There are many picture profiles you can manually install into the camera and 
use instead, a popular free one is by Technicolour called ‘Cinestyle’ which essentially 
reduces the sharpening and contrast drastically (raising the blacks and lowering the 
whites) to give you more room in post.  Cinestyle is however often criticised for the video 
noise it can introduce into video.  

Another Picture Profile, which I have started to use, is by website Vision Color and called 
‘VisionTech’ which reduces the contrast and sharpening; it’s sister product VisionColor has 
more contrast and sharpness. VisionTech is similar to cinestyle, it’s not quite as drastic but 
still retains details, blacks, whites and also retains more saturation in camera.  I personally 
prefer this one to Cinestyle as it seems to produce better results in the end; but this is just 
preference.  
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Shooting Video Notes
- The lens mount on Canon Cameras like the 600D is called EF.  
- There are other lens mounts such as:
! ! MFT (Micro Four Thirds) - popular among Panasonic HDSLRS, GH4/GH3
! ! PL - designed for cinema cameras/glass (Red, Zeiss, Samyang, Cooke etc)
! ! F - Nikon design
! ! A - Sony DSLR design
! ! E - Sony NEX camera design
- The Class of an SD card (the number 1-10 displayed in a circle) is the minimum record 

speed a card will maintain - Class 1 cards will sustain 1MB/s write speed, Class 10 cards 
will sustain 10MB/s write speed etc etc.  

- You need a Class 10 card to record video or your footage could drop frame and/or the 
camera will stop recording on it’s own accord.  

- The 600D’s moveable screen is fantastic for low, high and obscure angles.  
- You don’t need to worry about no build in AF motor as you’d always be using manual 

focus anyway, so use any lenses you can get on it - I currently only use three prime 
Olympus lenses from the 1970s that I use with an adaptor, and also my Nikkor 
photography glass, also with an adaptor.  I have found though that extreme highlights 
aren’t retained well through using the adaptors, and tend to be cut off as apposed to roll 
off naturally.  
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